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ABSTRACT
Natural chromosomal transformation is one of the
primary driving forces of bacterial evolution. This
reaction involves the recombination of the internalized linear single-stranded (ss) DNA with the homologous resident duplex via RecA-mediated integration
in concert with SsbA and DprA or RecO. We show
that sequence divergence prevents Bacillus subtilis
chromosomal transformation in a log-linear fashion,
but it exerts a minor effect when the divergence is
localized at a discrete end. In the nucleotide bound
form, RecA shows no apparent preference to initiate
recombination at the 3 - or 5 -complementary end of
the linear duplex with circular ssDNA, but nucleotide
hydrolysis is required when heterology is present at
both ends. RecA·dATP initiates pairing of the linear
5 and 3 complementary ends, but only initiation at
the 5 -end remains stably paired in the absence of
SsbA. Our results suggest that during gene transfer
RecA·ATP, in concert with SsbA and DprA or RecO,
shows a moderate preference for the 3 -end of the
duplex. We show that RecA-mediated recombination
initiated at the 3 - or 5 -complementary end might
have significant implication on the ecological diversification of bacterial species with natural transformation.
INTRODUCTION
In eukaryotes genetic recombination during meiosis involves pairing of the homologous chromosomes that can
lead, through sexual reproduction, to a novel set of genetic
information that vertically pass on to the offspring. These
novel alleles can then be subjected to evolutionary selection,
so meiosis and meiotic genetic recombination are important
players in the evolution of eukaryotic genomes (1). Bacte* To

ria, in contrast, do not have sexual reproduction, but they
exchange information by horizontal gene transfer (HGT).
Bacterial genomes are remarkably stable, but a substantial part of them is of foreign origin and reshaped by genetic recombination. HGT, which is considered as the major
force in evolution, gene loss and gene duplication, can restore genes that are deleted or inactivated by mutations and
thereby prevent the stochastic and irreversible deterioration
of genomes in an asexual population, known as ‘Muller’s
ratchet’ (2–4). Most HGT events might be neutral or deleterious and rapidly lost, only an advantageous transfer should
lead to increase genomic diversification and speciation. This
advantage enables bacteria to reverse Muller’s ratchet by reducing the build-up of deleterious mutations (5), or to gain
genome plasticity and genetic diversity in an evolutionary
time scale that cannot be obtained through mutational processes alone (6,7).
Bacterial HGT occurs via three basic mechanisms: conjugation, transduction and natural transformation. Conjugation and transduction involve the transfer of DNA
segments by bacterial parasites (conjugative plasmids or
transposons, infectious viruses or virus-like particles as
pathogenicity islands, gene transfer agents, etc.) (2–4). In
contrast, natural transformation is a bacterial programmed
mechanism of efficient uptake and incorporation of long
single-stranded (ss) DNA onto the genome of the recipient
bacteria (8). Natural genetic transformation, which is one of
the main avenues of HGT for moving chromosomal DNA
segments among bacteria, promotes the spread of antibiotic
resistance and virulence gene, facilitates antigen variation to
escape vaccine action, leads to non-clonal population structure, etc. (2–4). Competence in Bacillus subtilis, which occurs only in a fraction of cells and may be driven by noise,
is a transient stress response that allows cells to take up
DNA from the environment (8). Unlike other natural competent bacteria, during B. subtilis natural competence development, DNA replication and cell division are halted, leaving haploid cells (8). The expression of RecA, DprA, SsbB
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and SsbA recombination protein, among many other proteins, are induced, and the membrane specific DNA uptake
machinery is built at one of the cell poles (3,4,9). The polelocalized DNA uptake machinery, which can take doublestranded (ds) DNA of any source from the environment, actively processes exogenous dsDNA and internalizes ssDNA
with a mean integration length of ≈25 000 nucleotides (nt)
(3,4,9). The internalized ssDNA recombine with the recipient duplex, but the molecular mechanism(s) that control
this three-strand exchange reaction is poorly understood.
Note that, unless stated otherwise, the indicated genes and
products are of B. subtilis origin. The nomenclature used to
denote the origin of proteins from other bacteria is based on
the bacterial genus and species (e.g., Escherichia coli RecA
is referred to as RecAEco ).
Except SsbA (counterpart of SSBEco ), which plays an essential role in DNA replication, the other recombination
proteins are dispensable for growth. The RecA, DprA and
SsbB factors, which interact with each other and with RecA
in vivo, transiently localize to the cell pole, and co-localize
with the DNA uptake machinery (10). The localization of
SsbA remains elusive. Upon addition of DNA, the RecO
mediator also co-localizes with the DNA uptake machinery
(11). The absence of RecA reduced chromosomal transformation 104 -fold, and the absence of both RecO and DprA
lead to a 103 -fold reduction of this process (12,13), suggesting that both RecO and DprA play a crucial role in RecAmediated natural chromosomal transformation.
In E. coli cells, ≈99% of the recombination events occurring at DNA double strand breaks (DSBs) and ≈80%
of the recombination events during F’ conjugation require
the RecBCD enzyme (functional counterpart of Firmicutes AddAB or Actinobacteria AdnAB) for the generation of a 3 -tailed duplex (Supplementary Figure S1A). The
3 -end dsDNA indirectly determines the direction of filament extension and the polarity of the substrate for RecAmediated recombination (Supplementary Figure S1A) (14–
16). Indeed, RecA from non-natural competent bacteria
(e.g. RecAEco ) promotes DNA strand exchange in a 5 → 3
direction in the presence of ATP (17–20). Conversely, during natural transformation the DNA uptake machinery internalizes linear ssDNA with no need for recombination
functions involved in end processing (Supplementary Figure S1B). Indeed, the absence of functions involved in longrange end resection (e.g., AddAB or RecJ) does not significantly affect chromosomal transformation (21).
In Streptococcus pneumoniae competent cells, RecASpn mediated DNA exchanges occurring from 5 → 3 , relative
to the donor strand, are more efficient than in the opposite
direction, thus markers located 5 to the heterologous region
are recovered with ≈4-fold preponderance (22), suggesting
that RecA from competent cells might lack intrinsic bias for
the 3 -end in vivo. In B. subtilis competent cells, it was shown
that ssDNA internalizes in a non-polar fashion (23), and
that homologous recombination (HR) is sensitive to heterologies (24–26). Alternatively, RecA might initiate pairing at any DNA region, and once a stable joint is formed,
branch migration might proceed through mismatched region and one end is sufficient for efficient RecA-mediated
recombination.

In vitro, RecA in the ATP·Mg2+ bound form (denoted
as RecA·ATP) cannot catalyse DNA strand exchange in
the absence of accessory factors. Similar results were observed when RecA·ATP from other natural competent bacteria (e.g. RecASpn or Deinococcus radiodurans [RecADra ])
were analysed (27–31). In the absence of accessory factors,
RecA·ATP only promotes DNA pairing and exhibits only
trace DNA strand exchange activity (12,13,29). However,
the presence of any of the two-component mediator (SsbA
and DprA or SsbA and RecO) was necessary and sufficient to activate RecA·ATP to catalyse DNA strand exchange in vitro (32,33). Conversely, the RecA·dATP nucleoprotein filaments (NPFs) efficiently catalyses DNA strand
exchange in the absence of accessory factors (12,13,29), as
does RecAEco ·ATP (17–20).
To gain insight into the molecular basis of chromosomal
transformation, which is a three-stranded recombination
reaction, we combined genetic and biochemical approaches
to examine the ability of RecA to catalyse DNA strand
exchange. We show that the chromosomal transformation
frequency decreases linearly with increased sequence divergence. A decrease of the minimal efficient processing segment (MEPS, >40 bp) at the position of the selectable
marker (+1 position) at either the 3 - or 5 -end did not decrease chromosomal transformation, suggesting that RecA
forms stable joints at any DNA region and it processes those
intermediates with significant high efficiency. In vitro, using
the three-stranded recombination reaction and the two different two-component mediators, SsbA and RecO or DprA,
we show that nucleotide-bound RecA catalyses DNA strand
exchange if the linear duplex (lds) has either 3 - or 5 -end
complementarity to the circular ssDNA (css). The accumulation of final recombinant products (prd, nicked circular
[nc] with a duplex tail) was slightly higher when complementarity was at the 3 -end. Similar results were observed when
a non-hydrolysable ATP analogue (ATP␥ S) was provided in
place of ATP. DNA substrates with heterology at both ends
required nucleotide cofactor hydrolysis for efficient strand
exchange. RecA in the dATP bound form (RecA·dATP)
recombined DNA even in the absence of accessory factors (28,29). Under this condition, RecA·dATP preferentially recombined a substrate with a 5 -complementary end.
Here, the presence of SsbA was sufficient to overcome this
bias. We proposed that RecA·ATP initiates DNA pairing with a marginal preferences for 3 -ends over 5 -ends
in the presence of any of the two-component mediators.
Then, joint molecule (jm) followed by translocation of the
donor-recipient heteroduplex and processing of the D-loop
intermediate, should increase the diversity of recombination products during HGT. In contrast, during DSB repair, RecA does not have to discriminate between 3 - or 5 ends, because the end-processing machineries (AddAB or
RecJ-RecQ[RecS]-SsbA) generate a 3 -tailed substrate for
RecA·ATP to mediate recombination (see Supplementary
Figure S1A) (15,16,34,35).
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Strains and plasmids
E. coli BL21(DE3)[pLysS] cells were used for SsbA, DprA
and RecO protein over-expression. Plasmids pCB722-borne
ssbA, pCB888-borne dprA and pCB669-borne recO gene,
under the control of a phage T7 promoter, were used to
overexpress SsbA, DprA and RecO proteins, respectively, as
described (12,28,36). B. subtilis BG214 (also termed YB886)
bearing pBT61, containing recA under the control of its
own promoter, were used to overexpress RecA (37).
A single C to T transition mutation at codon 482 in
the house-keeping rpoB gene, which encodes the essential
␤ subunit of RNA polymerase, confers resistance to rifampicin (RifR ) (38). The His codon 482, of 2997 bp rpoB
region, of the indicated Bacilli species or subspecies was
substituted by a Tyr codon, leading to the rpoB482 mutant variant. Part of the rpoB482 gene (codon 1 to 999) of
Bsu 168 (99,96% identity, 1 mismatch), Bsu W23 (97.53%,
74 mismatches), Bat 1942 (91.65%, 250 mismatches), Bam
DSM7 (89.88%, 303 mismatches), Bli DSM13 (85.48%,
435 mismatches) and Bth MC28 (79.17%, 624 mismatches)
were in vitro synthesized and cloned into E. coli 2710 bp
pUC57 vector (GeneWiz, London, UK). The sequence of
the rpoB482 Bacilli variants was confirmed by nucleotide
sequencing. The null rok mutation (rok) was mobilized
onto the B. subtilis BG214 (trpCE metA5 amyE1 rsbV37
xre1 xkdA1 attSPß attICEBs1 ) by SPP1-mediated generalize
transduction, leading to the BG1359 strain.
Transformation assays
Competent cultures were grown as described previously
(39). Competent B. subtilis BG214 (rok+ ) and its isogenic
derivative BG1359 (rok) were transformed with undigested or SpeI-linearized pUC57-borne rpoB482 region
(SpeI site at position 11 of the rpoB482 DNA) from different Bacilli origin with selection for RifR (8 g/ml). The
yield of RifR transformants was corrected for DNA uptake
(assayed through the determination of uptake of radioactively labelled DNA into cells grown to competence through
DNase I degradation of the labelled DNA), the rate of spontaneous mutations towards RifR and the values obtained
were normalized relative to the presence of one single mismatch (rpoB482 from BG214 or BG1359 origin), which is
taken as 100 (40,41).
Mapping of integration end-points
BG1359 competent cells were transformed with undigested
rpoB482 DNA from the indicated Bacilli species or subspecies with selection for RifR . To map integration endpoints, the rpoB482 DNA from the RifR transformants
was amplified by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) using
primers hybridizing with the region upstream and downstream of the 2997 bp rpoB482 DNA. The resulting PCR
products were sequenced, and their nucleotide sequence
compared with the one of the recipient BG1359 strain. The
presence or the absence of the expected mismatch was used
to determine the overall integration length. The maximal
integration length that can be detected with rpoB482 Bsu

W23 DNA is 2628 bp, because the first mismatch is located
at position 350 and the last at position 2978. The maximal
integration length with rpoB482 Bat 1942 is 2831 bp, Bam
DSM7 is 2790 bp, Bli DSM13 is 2941 bp and Bth 2974 bp.
Enzymes, reagents, DNA and protein purification
All chemicals used in this study were of analytical grade.
IPTG was from Calbiochem (Darmstadt, Germany), and
polyethyleneimine, DTT, ATP, dATP and ATP␥ S were
from Sigma (Seelze, Germany). DNA restriction enzymes,
DNA ligase, etc., were supplied by Roche (Mannheim, Germany). DEAE, Q- and SP-sepharose were from GE healthcare (Madrid, Spain), hydroxyapatite from BioRad (Hercules, USA) and phosphocellulose was from Whatman (Little Chalfont, USA).
The SsbA (18.7 kDa), DprA (32.7 kDa), RecO (29,3 kDa)
and RecA (38.0 kDa) proteins were purified as described, to
greater than 98% homogeneity (12,28,37). The N-termini of
the purified proteins were sequenced by automatic Edman
degradation. The molar extinction coefficients for SsbA,
DprA, RecO and RecA were calculated as 11 400, 46 500,
19 600 and 15 200 M−1 cm−1 , respectively, at 280 nm, as
previously described (37). The protein concentrations were
determined using the aforementioned molar extinction coefficients. Quantities of RecA and DprA are expressed as
moles of protein as monomers, RecO as dimers, and SsbA
as tetramers. In the text the protein concentrations are expressed in their stoichiometric ratios with ssDNA, which
was expressed as moles of nt, whereas in the figure legends
the molar concentrations of proteins and ssDNA are presented.
Plasmid pGEM3Zf (+) was from Promega (Promega
Biotech Ibérica, Madrid). A 1175 bp heterologous DNA
segment was joined to pGEM3Zf (+) DNA to render
the 4374 bp pGEM-1.2 dsDNA. pGEM3Zf (+) and the
pGEM-1.2 dsDNA and the pGEM3Zf (+ strand) ssDNA
were purified as described (28).
RecA-mediated DNA strand exchange
The 3199 bp KpnI-cleaved pGEM3Zf (+) or 4374 bp PstI, EcoRI- or NcoI-cleaved pGEM-1.2 dsDNA (20 M in
nts) and homologous circular 3199 nt ssDNA (10 M) were
incubated with the indicated concentrations of protein or
protein combinations in Buffer A (50 mM Tris-HCl (pH
7.5), 1 mM DTT, 50 mM NaCl, 10 mM MgOAc [magnesium acetate], 50 g/ml BSA, 5% glycerol) containing 5
mM (d)ATP or ATP␥ S for 60 min at 37◦ C in a final volume
of 20 l. A (d)ATP regeneration system (8 units/ml creatine
phosphokinase and 8 mM phosphocreatine) was included
when (d)ATP was used. The samples were deproteinized as
described (36,42), and separated by 0.8% agarose gel electrophoresis (AGE) with ethidium bromide. The signal was
quantified using a Gel Doc (BioRad) system as described
(29).
Scanning force microscopy (SFM) of recombination intermediates
Recombination intermediates were phenol-chloroform
treated and precipitated by ethanol. Samples were diluted
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to 50 ng/l in TE (10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 1 mM
EDTA). Before deposition, DNA intermediates (50 ng)
were incubated with 200 nM SSBEco (Promega, Wisconsin,
USA) in 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 50 mM NaCl, 10 mM
MgCl2 , and 1 mM DTT for 10 min at 37◦ C. The DNA (5
ng) was deposited on freshly cleaved mica in the presence
of HEPES, pH 8.0, and 50 M spermidine. After 1 min
the mica was rinsed with milli Q water and dried with
filtered air. Samples were imaged in air by tapping mode
SFM using a Nanoscope III or IV (Digital Instruments;
Santa Barbara, USA). Silicon tips (ACT-W) with resonance frequency 300 kHz were from AppNano (Mountain
View, USA). Images were collected at 2 m × 2 m, and
processed only by flattening to remove background slope.
RESULTS
Experimental design
A key feature of HR in E. coli cells is RecAEco -mediated
jm formation and strand exchange between 3 -tailed duplex
DNA and intact homologous daughter or sister dsDNA by
a polar reaction that displace the 5 -end of the plus strand
from the duplex molecule (17–20). However, during natural B. subtilis chromosomal transformation the incoming ssDNA shows no polarity (23). To address whether RecA promotes polar formation of heteroduplex joints, and if RecAmediated recombination requires homology at each DNA
end for efficient DNA strand exchange (25,26), we examined the effects of sequence divergence during natural B.
subtilis chromosomal transformation.
Natural transformation with less than 3% heterologous
DNA occurred at very low frequency for lys3, trpC2 or
metB10 auxotrophic markers, but transformation to RifR
was 100- to 1000-fold more efficient that transformation to
prototrophy (24). To avoid any potential expression problem and any polar effect of downstream genes within the
operon the first 999 codons of the 1194 codon long rpoB482
gene were used. The RifR mutation is located at position
1443 of the 2997 bp rpoB482 DNA (Figure 1A).
To gain insight in the natural transformation process and
to warrant that only one recipient chromosome is present
in the recipient the B. subtilis BG214 strain was chosen.
This strain lacks restriction-modification systems, resident
prophages, and conjugative elements that could work as a
barrier to DNA strand exchange (3). The frequency of RifR
transformants of BG214 competent cells decreased in a loglinear mode up to ≈8% divergence (200–400-fold), but the
log-linear relationship broke down at higher sequence divergence (25), suggesting that the genetic exchange barrier
can become ‘saturated’ and the HR machinery was insensitive to a sequence divergence higher than 8%. An alternative explanation is that this biphasic curve might simply be
due to limited resolution of the system and the recombination machinery is sensitive to heterology at high sequence
divergence. To test this assumption the proportion of competent cells was increased by up-regulating one of the control mechanisms of competence development, and the frequency of RifR transformants was measured.
Competence development is a bi-stable process, and only
a limited number of cells accumulate the ComK competence master regulator, leading ultimately to development

of competence in up to 10% of total isogenic cells (9). One
way to increase the proportion of cells that become competent is to increase the level of the ComK regulator, by removing Rok, which represses comK transcription (43). The
absence of Rok, which does not affect either the DNA uptake or HR, markedly increases the subpopulation of cells
that became competent to take up exogenous DNA (up
to 50% of total cells) (43). As expected, the chromosomal
transformation frequency was 20- to 50-fold higher in the
BG1359 rok strain (empty symbols) when compared to
the parental BG214 (rok+ ) strain (filled squares) (Figure 1B)
(43).
Competent cells take up linear ssDNA from any origin
with similar efficiency (8). The DNA uptake machinery introduces a random DSB in the duplex circular rpoB482
DNA substrate. Then, one of the strands is degraded and
the complementary one is internalized (3,4,9). SsbA, SsbB
or SsbA and SsbB coated the internalized ssDNA. Then
DprA or RecO, in concert with SsbA, nucleates and activates RecA to polymerize onto the incoming linear ssDNA
(see Supplementary Figure S1B) (32,33). RecA forms a presynaptic filament that invades a homologous region on the
bacterial genome, forming a two-ended displacement loop
(D-loop) intermediate (Figure 1B, upper drawing). Simultaneous incision of donor and recipient DNA by a putative
D-loop resolvase would be followed by gap filling by DNA
polymerase I and joining of the donor marker by DNA ligase to generate the recombinant product (Supplementary
Figure S1B, step d) (3).
The yield of RifR transformants (transformation frequency ≈1 × 10−3 or 1.1 × 105 RifR /colonies forming
unit [CFU]) of BG1359 competent cells with undigested
circular Bsu 168 DNA (1 single mismatch) (Figure 1B,
empty squares) was 10- to 20-fold higher compared to SpeIlinearized, rpoB482 DNA (Figure 1B, empty circles and
Supplementary Figure S1B, step e). The SpeI restriction site
maps at position 11 of the 2997 bp rpoB482 DNA. Similar
results were observed when other restriction enzymes were
used to linearize the circular molecule within the rpoB482
coding sequence (data not shown).
The lower yield of transformants with SpeI-linearized
rpoB482 DNA (Figure 1B, empty circles) compared to undigested DNA (Figure 1B, empty squares) it is likely due to
a defect at the post-synaptic level. In the latter case ≈50%
of the internalized ssDNA molecules should have heterologous region at both ends leading to a two-ended D-loop
structure (Figure 1B, upper insert and Supplementary Figure S1B, step d), whereas in the SpeI-cleaved condition the
uptake cleavage should reduce the heterologous sequence
to only one end, and a one-ended D-loop would be formed
(Figure 1B, lower insert and Supplementary Figure S1B,
step e). It was postulated that a simultaneous incision of
the internalized strand and the displaced strand of the same
polarity (denoted by triangles, Figure 1B, upper insert and
Supplementary Figure S1B), by putative resolvase, might
facilitate removal of the recipient displaced strand followed
by ligation of the internalize strand (Supplementary Figure S1B, step d). In contrast, in the SpeI-cleaved condition,
where the heterologous sequence was present to only one
DNA end, a tailed intermediated would be formed (Sup-
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Figure 1. Average chromosomal transformation frequencies as a function of sequence divergence (in %) from recipient. (A) The rpoB482 DNA was derived
from B. subtilis 168 (Bsu 168, 99.96% identity), B. subtilis W23 (Bsu W23, 97.53%), B. atrophaeus 1942 (Bat 1942, 91.65%), B. amyloliquefaciens DSM7
(Bam DSM7, 89.88%), B. licheniformis DSM13 (Bli DSM13, 85.48%) and B. thuringiensis MC28 (Bth MC28, 79.17%). The rpoB482 mutation, which
confers resistance to rifampicin (RifR ) is framed by dotted lines. Mismatches between RifR donor and the corresponding rpoB in the RifS recipient strain
are indicated by vertical red bars and an insertion/deletions by vertical black bars. If two mismatches are located below the MEPS distance they count as
a single red bar, the thickness of the bar represent the number of mismatches in the neighbourhood. (B) The undigested rpoB482 DNA (empty or filled
squares) or linear SpeI-cleaved rpoB482 DNA (empty circle) was used to transform BG1359 (rok) (empty circles and squares) and its isogenic parental
strain BG214 (filled squares) competent cells with selection for RifR . All values are means from 3 to 5 independent experiments. In the upper and lower
inserts the black lines represent the recipient chromosomal DNA (a supercoiled molecule), and the grey line the homologous donor linear ssDNA. If the
ssDNA was randomly linearized by the uptake machinery the transformation heteroduplex would form a double-ended D-loop structure (upper insert),
but a one-ended D-loop would be observed if the DNA was in vitro linearized within the rpoB482 DNA (lower insert). The pointing triangles indicate the
simultaneous incision (upper insert) or asynchronous incision (bottom insert) by a putative D-loop resolvase.

plementary Figure S1B, step e). The resection of this poorly
understood event was not further analysed.
Sequence divergence decrease the frequency of chromosomal
transformation
To investigate the effect of nucleotide sequence divergence
on B. subtilis chromosomal transformation a 2997 bp
rpoB482 DNA, derived from different Bacilli species, was
used to transform BG1359 (rok) or BG214 (rok+ ) competent cells (see Material and methods). The sequence divergence, mainly to synonymous substitution, derived from
B. subtilis 168 (Bsu 168, 1 mismatch, the rpoB482 mutation); B. subtilis subsp. spizizenii str. W23 (Bsu W23,
74 mismatches); B. atrophaeus 1942 (Bat 1942, 250 mismatches); B. amyloliquefaciens DSM7 (Bam DSM7, 303
mismatches); B. licheniformis DSM13 (Bli DSM13, 435
mismatches) and B. thuringiensis MC28 (Bth MC28, 624
mismatches/insertion/deletion) (Figure 1A). Except Bth
MC28, which shares 90% sequence identity at the amino
acid level, the remaining RpoB proteins share 98–99% sequence identity.
To determine the extent to which randomly distributed
sequence divergence (Figure 1A) decreased heterogamic

transformation, rpoB482 DNA was used to transform rok
or rok+ competent cells. As revealed in Figure 1B, the
transformation frequency of rok (empty symbols) or rok+
(filled symbol) competent cells for the RifR phenotype decreased exponentially with a log linear increase in sequence
divergence. The transformation efficiency of rok+ (Figure
1B, filled symbol) was low because the proportion of total competent cells was lower. Thus, the rok strain significantly increases the limit of detection of the transformation
frequency, and was used in our experiments.
The transformation efficiency of undigested rpoB482
DNA (RifR ) with a sequence divergence of 2.4% (Bsu W23)
and of 8.3% (Bat 1942) decreased ≈5-fold and ≈50-fold, respectively (Figure 1B, empty squares). Sequence divergence
of 10.1% (Bam DSM7), 14.5% (Bli DSM13) and 20.8% (Bth
MC28) decreased transformation efficiency from ≈150-,
≈1500- and ≈45 000-fold, respectively (Figure 1B, empty
squares). A similar decrease in transformation frequency
with SpeI-linearized rpoB482 DNA was observed (Figure
1B, empty circles), but here transformation efficiency was
lower. It is likely that: i) the genetic exchange barrier was
sensitive to sequence divergence higher than 8%, and it was
not saturated using the rok strain (see above); and ii) the
transformation frequency with linear or undigested DNA
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showed a similar exponential decrease with a log linear increase in the sequence divergence.
The strong reduction in the transformation frequency
with Bth MC28 DNA might be due to the sum of two,
non-mutually exclusive, effects: first sequence divergence reduced the integration tract. Alternatively, the low transformation efficiency of the Bth MC28 donor DNA could
be attributed to compromised expression of the essential
rpoB gene by 6% increase in the dC + dG content of the
B. thuringiensis source, poor assembly of the ␤ subunits
of the RNA polymerase due to 10% protein sequence divergence, or to both leading to decrease in the fitness of
the recipient cell. We consider these hypotheses unlikely because a plasmid-borne B. thuringiensis rpoB482 gene confers RifR to the BG1359 strain without apparent fitness cost
when compared to cells bearing the empty vector (data not
shown).

Sequence divergence decrease the length of integration of
donor DNA
To gain insight into this transformation barrier the length
of integrated DNA was measured by determining the presence and absence of the mismatch at each side of the donor
DNA, and indirectly the endpoint of integration can be
deduced. The sequence divergence is nearly randomly distributed on the Bsu W23 or Bat 1942 rpoB482 DNA when
compared with Bsu 168 rpoB482 DNA (Figure 1A). The
length of integration decreased by increasing the sequence
divergence (Table 1). The mean integration length of Bsu
W23 and Bat 1942 rpoB482 DNA was ≈2300 bp (range
from 2147 bp to 2436 bp) and ≈933 bp (range from 577
bp to 1060 bp), respectively, and under this condition 62–
70 and 54–96 mismatches were still integrated with a sequence divergence ≈2.9% and ≈9.4%, respectively (Table
1). The integration length of Bam DSM7 and Bli DSM13
rpoB482 DNA was ≈349 bp (range 299–385 bp) and ≈230
bp (range 170–270 bp), and 30–42 and 24–38 mismatches
were still integrated with a sequence divergence ≈10.5% and
≈14.5%, respectively. The sequence divergence of the incoming Bsu W23 DNA [2.4%], Bat 1942 DNA [8.3%]; Bam
DSM7 [10.1%] and Bli DSM13 [14.5%] was similar to the
observed heterology of the transformants (Table 1). It is
likely that there was no mismatch correction. This is consistent with the observation that in the absence of methyldirected mismatch repair and DNA replication, mismatch
correction cannot discriminate the strand to be corrected
(44).
When the transformants with the Bth MC28 rpoB482
DNA (transformation frequency ≈3 × 10−8 ) were analysed
integration length reduced to ≈4 bp (range 9–3 bp), under
this condition 1 or 2 mismatches were still integrated (Table
1). The frequency of RifR is ≈6-fold above the spontaneous
mutation rate (≈5 × 10−9 ) and ≈30-fold higher than the
integration rate of 14 bp homologous segment by illegitimate recombination (≈1 × 10−9 ). It is likely, therefore, that
small patches of identity might help to stabilize the invading
ssDNA to render a transformation frequency even 10-fold
below MEPS. Previously it was reported that the MEPS requires >40 bp both in vivo (45,46) and in vitro (14,47–50).

From these data together we could assume that the sequence divergence barrier decreases the chromosome transformation frequency and the length of integration during
genetic exchange.
Bidirectional recombination might facilitate genetic exchange
Previously it was suggested that the initiation of RecAmediated DNA strand transfer is more sensitive to DNA
mismatches than the termination step (3). By placing the
rpoB482 mutation at a critical distance from one of the
transforming DNA ends, the polarity of RecA-mediated
DNA strand exchange, and the need for homology at one or
at both DNA ends can be addressed. First, we took advantage of the length of a dsDNA molecule to find sequence
identity (MEPS), and the high invasiveness of the 3 -end
(51) or the 5 -end in other experiments (52) was >40 bp (see
above). The rpoB482 mutation [RifR , filled square, +1 position] was placed at the proximal end (defined as Watson
strand, Figure 2A) or at the 3 -end distal from the rpoB482
mutation (Crick strand, Figure 2A). For the sake of simplicity recombination initiated at the 5 -end of the internalized
ssDNA was not depicted. To do so, the Bsu 168 rpoB482
DNA was PCR amplified to place the rpoB482 point mutation 6 (+6), 25 (+25), 50 (+50) or 75 bp (+75 nucleotides)
from the 3 -end on the Watson strand (see Figure 2B, denoted in red). Similarly, the Bsu 168 rpoB482 DNA was
PCR amplified to locate the 1 mutation 25 (−25), 50 (−50)
or 75 bp (−75 nucleotides) from the 5 -end on the Watson
strand (denoted in black).
If HR initiates at the proximal 3 -end of the internalized
ssDNA, chromosomal transformation would be inversely
proportional to the distance from the transforming mutation (at position +1). However, if transformation only requires complementarity at the initiation site and proceeds
bi-directionally, the transformation frequency should be insensitive to the distance of the RifR mutation from the ssDNA end (Figure 2A). The 2997 bp SpeI-cleaved with the
+1 mutation, at the centre of the fragment (position 1443),
only transformed with 2- to 3-fold higher efficiency than
any of the circa 1.5-kb DNAs with the transition +1 mutation at the 3 - or the 5 -end (Figure 2B). Independent of
the distance of the mutation from the 3 - or the 5 -end, the
frequency of homogamic transformation was similar. To rationalise these results it was assumed that the recombination events that initiate at any end with respect to the internalized ssDNA, or at the central region, might be sufficient for bidirectional chromosomal transformation. Alternatively, the polarity observed in vivo might reflect a balance
involving different reaction steps.
Nested DNA mismatches do not significantly decrease the
frequency of transformation
Previously it has been shown that a single mismatch near
the 5 -end of the incoming strand has a minor effect
on RecAEco -mediated recombination, whereas a mismatch
near the 3 -end hinders strand exchange 3- to 5-fold in vitro
(53). Furthermore, it was suggested that genetic recombination in B. subtilis competent cells requires short regions
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Table 1. Length of integration of donor DNA
Donor DNAa

Divergence

Left end (in bp)

Right end (in bp)

Integration

Observed
divergence

(in %)

recipient

donor

donor

recipient

(in bp)

(in %)

Bsu W23

2.47b

Bat 1942

8.35

Bam DSM7

10.12

Bli DSM13

14.52

Bth MC28

20.83

1
1
395
395
395
479
479
932
920
878
1172
1226
1175
1233
1250
1184
1328
1211
1328
1328
1439
1439
1439
1442
1439

350
350
605
605
605
608
608
941
932
896
1184
1238
1214
1245
1277
1190
1334
1224
1334
1334
1443
1443
1443
1443
1443

2501
2294
2642
2690
2924
1508
1590
2133
1733
1463
1535
1535
1508
1535
1535
1577
1451
1451
1556
1493
1443
1443
1443
1443
1451

2567
2567
2651
2918
2948
1590
1598
2165
1736
1464
1590
1590
1590
1590
1590
1589
1463
1463
1565
1508
1445
1445
1445
1448
1452

≈2359
≈2256
≈2147
≈2304
≈2436
≈1006
≈1060
≈1213
≈ 809
≈ 577
≈ 385
≈ 385
≈ 355
≈ 324
≈ 299
≈ 270
≈ 252
≈ 240
≈ 230
≈ 170
≈3
≈3
≈3
≈3
≈9

2.5
2.9
3.0
3.0
2.9
8.9
8.9
10.0
8.8
9.7
10.6
10.0
8.2
10.0
10.4
15.6
13.1
15.0
13.0
14.1
33.3
33.3
33.3
33.3
22.2

a The length of donor DNA is 2997 bp and the RifR mutation is located
b The first mismatch is at position 350 of the donor DNA (see Materials

at position 1443.
and methods).

of conserved sequences at both ends of the donor-recipient
DNA (26). Since the DNA uptake machinery either internalizes the Watson or the Crick strand, and the sequence
divergence at the distal end should not affect the transformation frequency the mutations surrounding rpoB482, up
to 7 neutral mutations, were asymmetrically located, within
a 16 bp interval (−15 to +1) and followed by 25 bp homologous DNA at the 3 -end (Watson strand) (Figure 2C). To
test whether recombination might initiate at either end or
at the central region, the rpoB482 mutation (+1) was placed
within the ≈40 bp MEPS. The sequence divergence within
the MEPS varied from ≈2.5% (1 mismatch) to ≈17.5% (7
mismatches) (see Figure 2C). Furthermore, a DNA segment
with a 7.5% sequence divergence with 1 or 2 transition (T,
the rpoB482 mutation) and 1 or 2 transversion (t) mutations
was constructed.
Independent of the sequence divergence at the rpoB482
+1 region the frequency was marginally, if at all, affected
(Figure 2C). The fate of the circa 1.5-kb donor DNA with
17.5% sequence divergence within the −15 to +1 minimal
homology at the 3 -end (mismatches at positions −15 to
+1) revealed that the 7 mismatches were integrated in the
recipient strain. It is likely, therefore, that there is no significant bias in the DNA strand internalized and recombination might initiate at the 5 -end distal from the mutation and
proceeds in the 5 → 3 direction with respect to the ssDNA
as previously postulated (20). Alternatively, recombination
could start at an internal region progressed in the 3 → 5
direction with respect to the internalized ssDNA (54). Our
assay does not offer sufficient sensitivity to discriminate between these two options.

RecA-mediated bidirectional DNA strand exchange in vitro
The data of the previous section suggest that one DNA
end might be sufficient for chromosomal transformation
and that recombination between the internalized linear ssDNA and recipient duplex (three-stranded recombination)
might be initiated at the 3 - or 5 -end. In contrast, using a three-strand recombination assay it was shown that
RecAEco ·ATP polymerises with a 5 → 3 polarity, and only
catalyses unidirectional DNA strand exchange (17–20,55).
Although, RecAEco polymerises with a 5 → 3 polarity ≈2fold faster than in the opposite direction and catalyses bidirectional DNA recombination in the presence of ATP␥ S
(47,50,56,57). The directionality of the recombination reaction was addressed using the three-stranded recombination reaction, purified B. subtilis proteins and different nucleotide cofactors.
To gain insight in the polarity of RecA-mediated DNA
strand exchange we used both sets of mediators (SsbA and
DprA or RecO), RecA bound to a hydrolysable (dATP or
ATP) or a non-hydrolysable (ATP␥ S) nucleotide, and a
4374 bp lds substrate, with a 1175 bp heterologous region at
the 3 - (substrate A, Sub A) or 5 -end (substrate B, Sub B)
(Figure 3A,B) and its complementary 3199 nt css (+ strand).
The lds and css were pre-incubated with SsbA and RecO
(Figure 3C) or with SsbA and DprA (Figure 3D). Then,
limiting RecA (1 RecA monomer/12 nt, to avoid multiple
initiation events) was added in the presence of different nucleotide cofactors and the strand exchange reaction monitored. In the presence of saturating RecA concentrations,
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Figure 2. Average chromosomal transformation frequencies as a function of the length from 3 - or 5 -end. (A) Cartoon describing a RecA-mediated
homology search and DNA pairing of the 3 -ended rpoB482 internalized linear ssDNA (red lanes) distal from the mutation or proximal to the mutation
(denoted by a filled square) and the recipient duplex (blue lanes, and rpoB482 denoted as empty square). The horizontal arrow indicates the direction of
strand assimilation. Following extension of the heteroduplex initiated at the 3 -end proximal from the mutation (+1 denoted as filled square) would require
a 5 → 3 polarity, but the distal 3 -end would promote extension in the 3 → 5 direction that is opposite to the direction of RecA filament assembly and
strand exchange. The opposite would hold with the invasive 5 -end (not depicted). (B) Relative chromosomal transformation frequencies as a function of
the distance of the selectable mutation (+1 position denoted as filled square) from the 5 -end (black lane) denoted as -75 to -25 (position in nucleotides),
and from the 3 -end (red lane) denoted as +6 to +75. The full-length rpoB482 linearised DNA (denoted in blue) was considered as 100% (8 × 103 CFU/ml).
(C) Relative chromosomal transformation frequencies as a function of sequence divergence at the selectable mutation (+1 position) region. The number
of transition (T) or transversion (t) mutations at the 3 -end is indicated. All values are means from 3 to 5 independent experiments (the results given are
within a 10% standard error).

however, the differences between the substrates were less obvious (data not shown).
In the presence of homology at the 3 -end (Sub B),
RecA·dATP catalysed DNA pairing with the homologous
3 -end, the non-complementary linear (+ strand) strand is
displaced from duplex DNA in a 5 →3 direction forming
a 5 -tailed jm; and then extensive strand exchange recombinant products (prd, as denoted later these are nc products
with a duplex tail, Figure 3B) was observed (Figure 3C,D).
Here, ≈90% of the substrate was converted to jm intermediates and recombinant prd after 60 min (Figure 3C,D,
lane 5). In the presence of ATP or ATP␥ S, RecA efficiently
catalysed DNA pairing of the 3 -complementary end (Sub
B) with css (+ strand), to form 5 -tailed jm and prd products. RecA·ATP or RecA·ATP␥ S promoted recombination
of 40–50% of the DNA substrates in the presence of the
RecO and SsbA (Figure 3C, lanes 8–9 and 12–13) or DprA
and SsbA (Figure 3D, lanes 8–9 and 12–13) mediators. It
is likely that RecA moves along the lds (-) substrate in a 5
→ 3 direction, heteroduplex formation would occur by a

processive assimilation of the (-) strand of the lds into the
css.
In the presence of homology at the 5 -end (Sub A), RecAmediated DNA pairing (jm) and DNA strand exchange was
observed in the presence of any of the nucleotide cofactors
(dATP, ATP or ATP␥ S) and any of the two-component mediators (Figure 3C,D, lanes 2–3, 6–7 and 10–11). The initial pairing reaction did not dissociate upon deproteinization, suggesting that three-stranded synaptic complexes occurred at the 5 -complementary end where topologically interwound intermediates would accumulate. The proportion
of jm intermediates converted to prd products under all conditions with Sub A varied less than 2-fold when compared
with those of Sub B under equivalent conditions (see Figure
3C,D, lanes 4–5, 8–9 and 12–13 versus 2–3, 6–7 and 10–11).
Conversely, RecAEco only catalyses unidirectional strand
exchange in the presence of ATP, while dissociating those
heteroduplex joints formed at the 5 -complementary end
in the presence of SSBEco (17–19,55,58–61). Bidirectional
RecAEco -mediated DNA recombination was observed only
in the presence of ATP␥ S (56).
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Figure 3. SsbA and RecO or SsbA and DprA contribute to RecA-mediated bidirectional recombination in the presence of different nucleotide cofactors.
(A and B) Scheme of the three-strand exchange reaction between circular 3199 nt ssDNA (css, + strand in black) and the 4374 bp lds substrate with
homology restricted to the 5 -end (in black, A) or the 3 -end (in black, B) of the (-) strand. The expected prd final products of RecA-mediated DNA strand
exchange are illustrated. The relevant restriction sites are indicated. The relative lengths of homology and heterology (denoted in red) are indicated. (C and
D) Circular ssDNA (10 M) and 4374 bp PstI- or EcoRI-linearised dsDNA substrate (20 M in nt) were pre-incubated with SsbA (0.3 M) for 5 min at
37◦ C in buffer A containing 5 mM dATP, ATP or ATP␥ S, then the preformed SsbA·ssDNA complex was incubated with RecO (C, 0.2 M) or DprA (D,
0.3 M) for 5 min at 37◦ C. Finally RecA (1.2 M) was added, and the reaction was incubated for 30 or 60 min at 37o C and products separated by 0.8%
AGE. (C) In lane 14, the supercoiled DNA substrate (cds) was treated with DNase I to generate nicked DNA (nc) that co-migrate with the prd. (D) In lane
14, SsbA was omitted and the reaction incubated by 60 min. The positions of the bands corresponding to css, lds, prd and jm are indicated. Amounts of
recombination intermediates and products are indicated, and expressed as percentage of total substrate added. The results are the average value obtained
from more than three independent experiments (the results given are within a 5% standard error).
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RecA-mediated HR in the presence of heterologous ends
The previous section demonstrated that RecA-mediated recombination between the css and the lds substrate with complementarity at the 5 - or 3 -ends exhibited no strict polarity in the presence of any of the nucleotides tested, while
the 3 complementary end showed marginally higher efficiency independent of the accessory factors used (Figure
3C,D). Alternatively, the initial pairing between the css and
the lds substrates occurs randomly and proceeded outwards
from the homologous region (see 54). To test whether DNA
strand exchange was underestimated when the linear substrate with a 5 -complementary end, an lds substrate containing heterologous sequences at both ends (homology at
the central region) was used (Figure 4A).
In the presence of ≈600 bp heterology at the 3 - and 5 ends, RecA·dATP or RecA·ATP promoted DNA pairing,
jm formation and final prd recombinant products in the
presence of SsbA and RecO or SsbA and DprA (Figure 4B,
lanes 3–6 and 8–11). RecA-mediated jm formation and subsequent DNA strand exchange occurred with a similar efficiency in the presence of dATP or ATP. When RecO, DprA
(Figure 4B, lanes 7 and 12) or SsbA (32,33) was omitted,
RecA·ATP (1 RecA/12 nt) failed to catalyse DNA recombination. In the presence of ATP␥ S, which contains 6–8%
of contaminating ATP (62), recombinant products accumulate with very low efficiency in the presence of any of the two
component mediators (Figure 4B, lanes 14 and 16), suggesting that the paired complexes stabilized by RecA·ATP␥ S
(plus contaminating RecA·ATP) are not sufficient to accumulate significant amount of recombinant products.
From these data we proposed that RecA-mediated jm formation occurs randomly along the length of the lds DNA,
and bidirectional branch migration of recombinants initiated at a central region might contribute to the accumulation of final recombination products, a full-length heteroduplex with two duplex tailed molecules (Supplementary Figure S1B, step d). Alternatively, the lack of end preference observed in the presence of dATP or ATP demonstrates that jm can be formed at both ends, but in the absence of homologous ends multiples rounds of RecA·ADP
(RecA·dADP) dissociation and RecA·ATP (RecA·dATP)
reassociation might correct discontinuities on the nucleoprotein filament that otherwise impede DNA strand exchange, as seen with RecAEco ·ATP (63).
Visualization of the recombination intermediates by SFM
The mobility of the recombination products between css
and lds with complementary 3 - or 5 -end (- strand), were
indistinguishable from nicked circular (nc) products (Figure 3C,D, lanes 2–13 versus 14), therefore it was assumed
that recombination went to completion and that nc DNA
with a duplex tail (prd) was formed with substrates showing
heterologous segments at the 3 or 5 -ends (Figure 3A,B).
The recombination reactions, performed in the presence of
RecO, SsbA and RecA·ATP, were deproteinized and subjected to restriction analyses of the recombinant product
with specific restriction enzymes (HindIII or NaeI) that
cleavage at either side of the nick (see Figure 3A,B) suggested that nicked circular DNA with a duplex tail might be
formed (data not shown). To confirm these results the above

deproteinized reaction products were visualized by SFM in
the presence of SSBEco to highlight the ssDNA (Figure 5).
When a fully homologous substrate was used jm intermediates and genuine nc and lss products were observed (Figure
5A). The presence of nc with a duplex tail (prd) was detected
using the lds substrate (- strand) with heterology at the 3 end or at the 5 -end (Figure 5B,C).
From the data presented in Figure 4B it was assumed that
nc with double-tailed structures might be formed when the
heterology was present at both DNA ends. The presence of
nc products with two duplex tails were observed by SFM
(Figure 5D). It is likely that RecA catalyses the formation
of stable homologous joints and final prd products in the
presence of SsbA and DprA and SsbA and RecO mediators
during chromosomal transformation.
RecA·dATP facilitates strand DNA exchange with 5 complementary ends and SsbA overcomes this bias
RecA·dATP catalyses DNA recombination even in the absence of accessory factors (29). To gain insight into the role
of the mediators in the polarity of RecA, the reaction was
performed in the presence of dATP and in the absence of
accessory factors. Under these conditions, a RecA·dATP
NPF (1 RecA monomer/12–6 nt) led to the formation of jm
between the free end of lds and the css, followed by extensive DNA strand exchange to generate the nc and the linear ssDNA (lss) products (Figure 6, lanes 2–7) (12,13,29).
Unexpectedly, RecA·dATP mediated the accumulation of
recombination intermediates only in the presence of a linear 4374 bp duplex with the 5 -complementary end (Sub A,
Figure 3A) and the css (+ strand), but final prd did not accumulate (Figure 6A, lanes 9–11). When linear substrate
with a short 3 -complementary end (Sub B, Figure 3B) or
with complementarity at the central region (Figure 4A) was
used, RecA·dATP catalysed DNA strand exchange with low
efficiency (Figure 6A, lanes 12–14 and 15–17). We can envisage that recombination occurs with the three substrates
with about similar efficiency, but RecA·dATP dissociates
from the heteroduplex DNA and binds to the displaced 5 tailed duplex that might reverse the reaction to generate the
initial substrates. Alternatively the jm intermediates formed
between css and the lds substrate with a 3 -complementary
end or with heterology at both DNA ends were unstable to
deproteinisation and seen as substrates. Addition of SsbA
to the reaction should compete with RecA·dATP for the 5 end inhibiting the re-invasion of the displaced strand, and
recombinant products would be accumulated, as seen with
RecAEco using a D-loop assay (52).
When increasing RecA·dATP concentrations (1 RecA
monomer/6–12 nt) were incubated with linear 4374 bp
duplex with heterology at the 3 - (Sub B), the 5 - end
(Sub A) (- strand) or at both DNA ends and SsbA-coated
css DNA, strand exchange was observed in all conditions
(Figure 6B). The presence of SsbA (1 SsbA tetramer/33
nt) facilitated RecA·dATP-mediated recombination with a
3 -complementary end or with heterology at both DNA
ends leading to the accumulation prd products (Figure 6B,
lanes 11–14 or 15–18). Since the intervening sequences
are longer than ≈3100 bp we favour the hypothesis that
SsbA selectively inhibited the reactivity of the displaced
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Figure 4. RecA-mediated HR in the presence of heterologous ends. (A) Scheme of the lds substrate with heterology at the 3’- and 5’-end (in red) with
the css (+) substrate and the expected product (prd). (B) Circular 3199 nt ssDNA (10 M) and 4374 bp NcoI-linearized dsDNA substrate (20 M in nt)
were pre-incubated with SsbA (0.3 M) for 5 min at 37◦ C in buffer A containing 5 mM dATP, ATP or ATP␥ S, then the preformed SsbA·ssDNA complex
was incubated or not with RecO (0.2 M) or DprA (0.3 M) for 5 min at 37◦ C. Finally RecA (1.2 M) was added, and the reaction was incubated for 30
or 60 min at 37o C and products separated by 0.8% AGE. In lane 17, the cds DNA substrate was treated with DNase I to generate nc DNA. The positions
of the bands corresponding to css, lds, prd and jm are indicated. The symbols + and – denote the presence or absence of the indicated protein(s). Amounts
of recombination intermediates and products are indicated, and expressed as percentage of total substrate added. The results are the average of more than
three independent experiments (the results given are within a 5% standard error).

5 -end with subsequent suppression of the reversion of
the recombination reaction. The presence of SsbA, also
favoured RecA·dATP recombination reaction by decreasing the mobility of the jm intermediates with the heterologous substrate at the 3 -end (Figure 6B, lanes 7–10). We find
that: (i) RecA showed no intrinsic preference for 3 - or 5 complementary ends, but the presence of SsbA (Figure 6B)
increased the reactivity of the 3 -complementary ends; and
(ii) RecO or DprA in concert with SsbA eliminate the 5 -end
bias (Figure 3C,D). It is likely that the re-invasion of the displaced 5 -end (poorly coated by RecA·dATP) into nc products reversed the reaction to form the substrates, as seen
with RecAEco ·ATP␥ S in the presence of SSBEco (51,59).
DISCUSSION
HGT by natural transformation with DNA from closely related species, from the same taxonomic group, is a powerful
mechanism for promoting genetic diversity, and acquisition
of antibiotics resistance and virulence genes of both episomal and chromosomal origin. Although, HGT is becoming a major threat to modern medicine, it can represent a

biological barrier for gene acquisition from donors of dissimilar sequences. We reported here that the frequency of
chromosomal transformation was log linearly reduced up
to ≈45 000-fold with sequence divergence increasing from
0.03% to 20.8%.
The sequence divergence decreased the length of the integrated DNA, from about full-length (≈2.5% divergence)
to a few nucleotides (≈21% divergence), maintaining the
relative proportion of sequence divergence (Table 1). When
the rpoB482 (position +1) mutation, within the MEPS, was
placed at the 3 - or 5 -end of the same strand or surrounded
by the presence of sequence divergence at the 3 -end of the
complementary strands the transformation frequency was
marginally affected. It is likely that the Watson or Crick
strand enters with about similar efficiency and only one conserved invasive end is necessary for chromosomal transformation. This is consistent with the observation that the frequency of chromosomal transformation with the mutation
at the 3 - or 5 -end varied less than 5-fold.
Natural chromosomal transformation involves a threestrand exchange reaction between the linear ssDNA, internalized in a non-polar fashion and coated by SsbA or
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Figure 5. Visualization of the recombination intermediates by SFM. (A–D), After 60 min of incubation, in the presence of SsbA, RecO and RecA·ATP, the
recombination reaction was deproteinased and the DNA precipitated. SSBEco (200 nM) was added to the resuspended DNA in TE buffer and visualized
by tapping mode SFM. The heterologous regions (denoted in red) are indicated. Images shown were cropped original files collected as 2 m × 2 m, 512 ×
512 pixels. Regions of dsDNA appear in the SFM images as thin lines, SSBEco -coated ssDNA appears as thick brighter beads-on-string. Colour indicates
height (from dark to bright, 0 to 5 nm). Scale bar = 100 nm.

SsbA and SsbB, with a recipient homologous circular duplex. In vitro, using the three-strand recombination reaction, that mimics natural chromosomal transformation, purified RecA, in the presence of one of the two-component
mediator (SsbA and DprA or RecO), showed no intrinsic
preference for the 3 - or the 5-end. RecA·dATP, RecA·ATP
or RecA·ATP␥ S is proficient to catalyse DNA strand exchange of the linear duplex with complementarity at the 3 or 5-end (- strand) with the css (+ strand), the former processed with marginally (< 2-fold) higher efficiency in vitro
(Figure 3C,D). These recombination products, which are
genuine intertwined strands (plectonemic) resistant to deproteinization were confirmed by SFM analysis. When the
homologous sequence was restricted to a central region,
the ssDNA invades a duplex in a region of homology displacing the strand of the same sequence leading to D-loop
formation, following by multi-step strand exchange reaction to render recombinant products (Figure 4). Here, however, RecA·ATP␥ S-mediated DNA strand exchange was
strongly reduced and a homologous DNA end was needed
to catalyse HR (Figure 4B, lanes 13–16). It is likely that
multiple rounds of RecA dissociation and re-association
might correct discontinuities on the nucleoprotein filament
that otherwise impede DNA strand exchange. Conversely,
during recombinational repair the end-processing appara-

tus generated 3 -tailed duplex DNA and SsbA and RecO
(or RecOR in vivo) load and activate RecA to catalyse DNA
strand exchange (Supplementary Figure S1A, step a) (33).
It is likely that RecA has evolved to accommodate and process different types of DNA substrates (genetic recombination by chromosomal transformation and recombinational
DNA repair). Conversely, RecAEco is optimized to deal
with a 3 -tailed duplex, and mediates unidirectional DNA
strand exchange in the presence of SSBEco and ATP hydrolysis. RecAEco , however, shows bidirectional DNA strand exchange in the presence of ATP␥ S (47,50,56,60,61,64).
RecA·ATP from natural competent bacteria (e.g. RecA,
RecASpn or RecADra ) cannot catalyse DNA strand exchange
in the absence of accessory factors (27–31). RecA·ATP requires one of the two-component mediators (SsbA and
DprA or RecO) to polymerize onto the internalized linear
ssDNA, coated by SsbA (or SsbA and SsbB) in vivo, and to
activate RecA·ATP to catalyse HR between circular ssDNA
with linear duplex DNA in vitro (32,33). However, in the absence of accessory factors, RecA·dATP is proficient to catalyse DNA strand exchange between css and the lds DNA
(Figure 6A) (13,28,29). RecA·dATP is proficient to catalyse
jm formation with the 5 -complementary end, but the accumulation of recombination intermediates was not observed
with a linear substrate with the 3 -complementary end or
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Figure 6. RecA·dATP-mediated recombination in the absence or presence of SsbA. (A) Circular 3199 nt ssDNA (10 M) and the 3199 bp KnpI (In lanes
1–4) or EcoRI-linearised duplex (lanes 5–7) or the 4374 bp EcoRI- (Sub A, lanes 8–11), PstI- (Sub B, 12–14), or NcoI–linearized duplex (lanes 15–17)
substrate (20 M in nt) was incubated with RecA (0.8, 1.0 and 1.2 M) in buffer A containing 5 mM dATP for 60 min at 37◦ C, and separated by 0.8%
AGE. (B) Circular ssDNA and duplex substrate of part (A) were pre-incubated with SsbA (0.3 M) in buffer A containing 5 mM dATP for 5 min at
37◦ C. RecA (0.8, 1.0, 1.2 and 1.4 M) was added, the reaction was incubated for 60 min at 37o C and then separated by 0.8% AGE. In lanes 2-5 the 3199
bp KnpI–linearized duplex DNA was used. The symbols + and – denote the presence or absence of the indicated protein(s). The positions of the bands
corresponding to css, lds, cds, prd and jm are indicated. A cartoon of the lds substrate with homology (in black) and heterology (in red) with the css substrate
are indicated, with the broken line at the centre of each condition. The results are the average of more than three independent experiments (the results
given are within a 5% standard error).

with a complementary central region (Figure 6B, lanes 12–
14 and 15–17). It is likely that the jm formed with these substrates would displace a 5 -end tail or a central region that
might promote re-invasion with subsequent reversion of the
strand exchange reaction. To test this hypothesis the strand
exchange reaction was performed in the presence of SsbA
that might coat the displaced 5 -end tail. In the presence of
SsbA, RecA·dATP is proficient to catalyse DNA strand exchange with the three substrates tested (Figure 6B, lanes 7–
10, 11–14 and 15–18).
Like eukaryotic Rad51 (65,66), RecA promotes DNA
strand exchange with no intrinsic polarity. What determines
the RecA polarity of strand exchange? During DSB repair
the long-range end processing machineries (the AddAB or
RecJ-RecQ(S)-SsbA complex) generate 3 -tailed duplex and

determine the 5 → 3 direction of filament extension and indirectly the polarity of the substrate for RecA-mediated recombinational repair (Supplementary Figure S1A) (14–16).
Conversely, the DNA uptake machinery of competent cells
internalized linear ssDNA in a non-polar fashion. SsbA or
SsbA and SsbB would coat the lss substrates and then DrpA
or RecO recruits and activates RecA·ATP to catalyse DNA
strand exchange (Supplementary Figure S1B) (32,33). Indeed, RecA·ATP can nucleate on the SsbA·ssDNA·DprA
or SsbA·ssDNA·RecO complexes and catalyse DNA strand
with 3 - and 5 -complementary ends in vitro. Like the eukaryotic recombinases (67,68), RecA from natural competent bacteria might catalyse HR in both directions.
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